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This multimedia platform combines a book and video series that will change the
way you study constitutional law. An Introduction to Constitutional Law teaches the
narrative of constitutional law as it has developed over the past two centuries. All
students—even those unfamiliar with American history—will learn the essential
background information to grasp how this body of law has come to be what it is
today. An online library of sixty-three videos (access codes provided with purchase
of the book) brings the Supreme Court’s one hundred most important decisions to
life. These videos are enriched by photographs, maps, and even audio from the
Supreme Court. The book and videos are accessible for all levels: law school,
college, high school, home school, and independent study. Students can read and
watch these materials before class to prepare for lectures or study after class to fill
in any gaps in their notes. And, come exam time, students can watch the entire
canon of constitutional law in about twelve hours.

Federal Administrative Law
First edition published in 2005.

Practical Criminal Procedure
This is the 2011 Supplement to Paulsen, Calabresi, McConneell, and Bray's The
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Constitution of the United States casebook.

Constitutional Law in Hong Kong
Fully updated edition offers coverage of new topics and a more student-friendly
design, while retaining the original style and features.

Constitutional Law of Ireland
Rev. ed. of: Constitutional values / Daniel E. Hall, John P. Feldmeier. c2009.

Constitutional Law
Since the previous edition of this book, changes have taken place with Ireland's
Articles of the Constitution, including challenges to the Articles, referenda, new
legislation, and judicially-considered cases. This third edition is almost completely
re-written as a result of the tumultuous changes in Irish constitutional law. Author
Michael Ford - an accomplished constitutional law author and practitioner - offers
the reader everything needed to know on this complex subject.

Constitutional Law
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Authors Goldstein, Baer, Daum and Fine skillfully blend doctrinal and political
developments to document and explain the evolution of women's rights and the
law as well as the dynamics and dissension among feminist activists. Building on
three previous editions, this book combines updated material on constitutional law,
sex and gender discrimination, and women's reproductive rights, with new cases
and readings on family law, criminal law, and LGBT rights. Discussion has been
expanded to include questions of whether or not the prohibitions on sex
discrimination in Title VII and Title IX protect trans individuals. New material covers
emerging policy concerns such as female genital mutilation, child marriage, and
the Trump Administration's policy changes on gender issues. This edition takes a
more socio-political and institutional approach than other books on women and the
law. The authors consider issues such as institutional questions of constitutional
interpretation, the scope of judicial power, the balance of federal-state power, the
interaction between law and other social and political institutions, the capacity of
law to effect societal change, and the effect of presidential and Senate politics on
U.S. Supreme Court nominations and confirmations. The inclusion of state and
lower federal court decisions greatly strengthens the book's focus on the law's
relationship to gendered inequality. Topics also include constitutional history,
shifting interpretations of employment discrimination and gender equality,
changes in reproductive technology and associated policy responses, divorce and
dissolution of domestic partnerships, child custody, education, same-sex marriage,
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pornography, and domestic violence.

State Constitutional Law
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
very useful analysis of constitutional law in China provides essential information on
the country’s sources of constitutional law, its form of government, and its
administrative structure. Lawyers who handle transnational matters will appreciate
the clarifications of particular terminology and its application. Throughout the
book, the treatment emphasizes the specific points at which constitutional law
affects the interpretation of legal rules and procedure. Thorough coverage by a
local expert fully describes the political system, the historical background, the role
of treaties, legislation, jurisprudence, and administrative regulations. The
discussion of the form and structure of government outlines its legal status, the
jurisdiction and workings of the central state organs, the subdivisions of the state,
its decentralized authorities, and concepts of citizenship. Special issues include the
legal position of aliens, foreign relations, taxing and spending powers, emergency
laws, the power of the military, and the constitutional relationship between church
and state. Details are presented in such a way that readers who are unfamiliar with
specific terms and concepts in varying contexts will fully grasp their meaning and
significance. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as well as the practical quality of the
information it provides, make this book a valuable time-saving tool for both
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practising and academic jurists. Lawyers representing parties with interests in
China will welcome this guide, and academics and researchers will appreciate its
value in the study of comparative constitutional law.

Supreme Court and Constitutional Law
The 2020 supplement will include excerpts of important cases decided by the
Supreme Court in the 2019-2020 term.

EU Constitutional Law
The third edition of this acclaimed book continues the story of the EU's
constitutional journey. The EU's constitution, composed of myriad legal texts, case
law and practice, is no less of a moving target than before and the pace of change
has, if anything, increased since the publication of the second edition. In a
constantly challenging geopolitical context, the EU faces unprecedented political,
economic and cultural trials, all of which impact upon the evolution of its
constitution. In particular, the migration crisis has given rise to the need for
substantial revision of the chapter dealing with the area of freedom, security and
justice, and the institutional reforms embarked upon in the quest to restore
financial order have taken a more structured form following the inception of a
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European banking union. Fully updated to include the ramifications of Brexit, the
book succeeds – where others have struggled – in making sense of the EU's
complex constitutional order, focusing on its essential features but taking into
account the profound changes that have taken place over the past 20 years. The
EU has become much more than an internal economic market. Recently it may
even be argued that the focus of action has been in areas such as immigration and
third-country nationals, security and defence policy, and penal law and procedure,
and the work towards creating a European banking union underlines the continued
need to monitor economic and fiscal policy. Eschewing too much detail, the
authors underline the essential values, principles and objectives of the integration
regime as well as its basic normative structure and hierarchy. In this context, the
decentralised nature of the EU is highlighted as an integral part of its constitutional
make-up. Recurring themes include European citizenship, fundamental rights and
the rule of law. The book also confronts head-on the problems and challenges
facing the Union and the gap which is often perceived between lofty ideals and
harsh realities. The book will be useful to students of EU law and European
integration but will also appeal to a broader audience of researchers and
practitioners, including political scientists.

Public Administration and Law, Third Edition
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
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very useful analysis of constitutional law in Hong Kong provides essential
information on the country’s sources of constitutional law, its form of government,
and its administrative structure. Lawyers who handle transnational matters will
appreciate the clarifications of particular terminology and its application.
Throughout the book, the treatment emphasizes the specific points at which
constitutional law affects the interpretation of legal rules and procedure. Thorough
coverage by a local expert fully describes the political system, the historical
background, the role of treaties, legislation, jurisprudence, and administrative
regulations. The discussion on the form and structure of the government centres
on the pivotal role played by the doctrine of separation of powers in distributing
functions among the three main organs of government. Special attention is paid to
the political, legislative, executive and judicial relationship between the PRC and
Hong Kong SAR. Some of the special issues discussed are foreign relations,
emergency legislation and taxation. Details are presented in such a way that
readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts
will fully grasp their meaning and significance. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as
well as the practical quality of the information it provides, make this book a
valuable time-saving tool for both practising and academic jurists. Lawyers
representing parties with interests in Hong Kong will welcome this guide, and
academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
constitutional law.
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Winterton's Australian Federal Constitutional Law
Current Issues in Constitutional Litigation
"This book remains the only comprehensive treatment of abortion as a state
constitutional right. Since the second edition was published, state challenges to
abortion regulations have been considered by multiple state supreme courts, one
state amended its constitution to make it "abortion neutral," and three states
repealed their pre-Roe v. Wade abortion statutes. In addition to evaluating these
developments, this edition discusses case law and statutory changes in other
states that may bear on whether a state supreme court would recognize a right to
abortion. This edition also includes an appendix of the constitutional provisions
cited and a topical index"--

Constitutional Rights of the Accused
Drawing on political science as much as from legal studies, Constitutional Law for a
Changing America helps students realize that Supreme Court cases are more than
just legal names and citations. Ideal for a one-semester course, the Short Course
offers all of the hallmarks of the Rights and Powers volumes in a more condensed
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format. The authors are known for fastidious revising and streamlining of decisions.
A recipient of 12 grants from the National Science Foundation for her work on law
and legal institutions, Lee Epstein has authored or co-authored over 100 articles
and essays, as well as 15 books, and received the Teaching and Mentoring Award
from the Law and Courts Section of the American Political Science Association.
Additionally, Thomas G. Walker is the Goodrich C. White Professor of Political
Science at Emory University and co-author of A Court Divided, which won the V. O.
Key, Jr. Award for the best book on southern politics.

Cases and Materials on Constitutional Law
Constitutional Law in Context (two volumes) puts major constitutional
developments into historical perspective by helping students see how doctrinal
developments were shaped by historical context and how historical developments
affecting one doctrine often influenced other doctrines as well. Obvious examples
include changes in commerce clause doctrine, substantive due process, and law
related to race and gender. The chapter on incorporation shows how the framers of
the amendment were influenced by denials of civil liberties that occurred during
the crusade against slavery.The books illustrate the development of constitutional
law over time so that changes in the law can be related to changes in society. It
reminds students that related changes often occur across a range of doctrinal
areas; for example, parallel changes occur in both commerce clause and
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substantive due process doctrine as a result of changes during the New Deal.
Decisions relevant to race discrimination involve not only equal protection, but also
the reading of the commerce clause as illustrated by the Supreme Court's Heart of
Atlanta decision.The two volumes also contain materials on constitutional decisionmaking outside of the Supreme Court. These include materials on the Clinton
impeachment, examples from free speech history, and state cases interpreting
state constitutions. Finally, it is designed to assist students in understanding and
formulating constitutional arguments. Authors Curtis, Parker, Douglas, and
Finkelman identify and discuss forms of constitutional argument, such as
arguments based on text, history, or structure and provide charts and diagrams to
assist students in identifying the logical structure of constitutional analysis.

Questions & Answers
Since the first edition of Public Administration and Law was published in 1983, it
has retained its unique status of being the only book in the field of public
administration that analyzes how constitutional law regulates and informs the way
administrators interact with each other and the public. Examining First, Fourth,
Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth Amendment rights as they pertain to these
encounters, it explains how public administrators must do their jobs and how
administrative systems must operate in order to comply with constitutional law.
Explores the conflicts between laws The book begins by presenting a historical
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account of the way constitutional and administrative law have incrementally
"retrofitted" public agencies into the nation’s constitutional design. It examines the
federal judiciary’s impact on federal administration and the effect of the nation’s
myriad environmental laws on public administration. Next, it focuses on the role of
the individual as a client and customer of public agencies. In a discussion of the
Fourth Amendment, it examines street-level encounters between citizens and law
enforcement agents. Responding to the rise of the new public management (NPM),
it also adds, for the first time in this edition, a chapter that analyzes the rights of
the individual not only as a government employee but also as a government
contractor. Enhanced with numerous references The final chapters of the book
address issues concerning the rights of inmates in administrative institutions and
balancing the need to protect individual rights with the ability of agencies to
function effectively. Supplemented with case citations and lists of articles, books,
and documents, this text is designed to facilitate further study in a constantly
evolving area. About the Authors: David H. Rosenbloom, Ph.D. is Distinguished
Professor of Public Administration in the School of Public Affairs at American
University in Washington, D.C., and Chair Professor of Public Management at City
University of Hong Kong. Rosemary O’Leary, Ph.D., J.D. is Distinguished Professor
of Public Administration and the Howard G. and S. Louise Phanstiel Chair in
Strategic Management and Leadership at Syracuse University. Joshua M. Chanin,
M.P.A., J.D. is a Ph.D. candidate in Public Administration and Justice, Law, and
Society in the School of Public Affairs at American University in Washington, D.C.
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Law and Administration
Among both judges and academics, one of the hottest issues in constitutional law
is the role of "original intent." Almost everyone agrees that it is important, and
some scholars and judges believe it should be the most important factor in
constitutional law. To think about these issues intelligently, law students need to
have ready access to the historical materials so they can see how the Framers of
the Constitution thought about critical issues. Yet the original source materials fill
many volumes. Writings by historians also fill many bookshelves. Just as the
traditional casebook selects and condenses materials from the court reports to
make them useful for law students, this book does the same thing for the historical
evidence of original intent. There is no other source that covers this range of
materials, combined with concise overviews of the best understanding of the
historical context. Only this book gives students a cogent introduction to the
history behind the Constitution and its major amendments, so they can form their
own judgments about the "original understanding" and its relevance to modern
constitutional law.

Constitutional Law in Context
The second edition of the casebook, which is suitable either for a one- or twoPage 13/27
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semester course, strives to make constitutional law easily teachable and readily
accessible for students. The authors have selected the cases very carefully and
provided fuller versions of the opinions so that students get a good sense of the
Court's reasoning. Text boxes call the students' attention to important aspects of
each opinion, and the book is filled with introductions, points for discussion,
hypotheticals, and executive summaries. The authors present a diversity of views
on every subject, and, reflecting some of their own disagreements, the authors
have written point-counterpoint discussions on many disputed questions.

Constitutional Law for a Changing America
Constitutional Law in China
Constitutional Law
The Constitutional and Legal Rights of Women
The essential topics are examined in depth to promote greater insight into
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constitutional principles, judicial reasoning and overall assessment of the work of
the High Court. It includes commentary and materials which will also be of
assistance to advanced students, scholars and researchers, as well as to judges
and lawyers.

The Constitution of the United States
Constitutional and administrative law (public law) is an essential element of all law
degrees. Unlocking Constitutional and Administrative Law will ensure that you
grasp the main concepts with ease, while giving you an indispensable foundation in
the subject. This revised fourth edition is fully up to date with the latest key
changes in the law and constitutional developments. The UNLOCKING THE LAW
series is designed specifically to make the law accessible. Each chapter contains:
aims and objectives; activities such as self-test questions; charts of key facts to
consolidate your knowledge; diagrams to aid memory and understanding;
prominently displayed cases and judgments; chapter summaries; a glossary of
legal terminology; essay questions with answer plans. The series covers all the
core subjects required by the Bar Council and the Law Society for entry onto
professional qualifications as well as popular option units.

International Human Rights Law
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The first comprehensive treatment of public health law by the nation's leading
expert in the field. In his research and teaching, Gostin has defined the field of
public health law; this book represents the culmination of his research and thinking
on the subject.

Public Law
Glannon Guide to Constitutional Law: Individual Rights and Liberties is a concise,
clear, and effective review of Individual Rights and Liberties topics in Constitutional
Law that is organized around multiple-choice questions. Brief explanatory text
about a topic is followed by one or two multiple-choice questions. After each
question, the author explains how the correct choice was identified thereby helping
the student to review course content and at the same time learn how to analyze
exam questions. Following the proven Glannon Guide format, this concise
paperback: Integrates multiple-choice questions into a full-fledged review of a
Constitutional Law/Individual Rights and Liberties course. Prepares students with
an initial discussion of law to learn effectively from subsequent questions in the
text. Provides clear explanations of correct and incorrect answers that help to
clarify nuances in the law. Presents sophisticated but fair multiple-choice questions
that are neither too difficult nor unrealistically straightforward. Is valuable to all
students regardless of whether they will be tested by multiple-choice or essay
questions on their exams. Embodies a far more user-friendly and interactive
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approach than other exam preparation aids. Illustrates a sophisticated problem in
the area under discussion with a more challenging final question in each chapter
(the "Closer" ). Provide practice and helpful review of concepts in earlier chapters
with "Closing Closer" questions in the last chapter. Intersperses valuable examtaking pointers throughout the text.

California School Law
Round Hall Nutshells is a series of books on the core areas of Irish law, designed to
present the essentials of the law in clear, straightforward language. Constitutional
Law is accessible, informative and succinct. It explains the key principles and
concepts of an often-demanding subject in a manner that is easily comprehensible.

State Constitutional Law
Written for law students, criminal defense attorneys, and criminal prosecuting
attorneys, Practical Criminal Procedure helps legal professionals understand
complex criminal legal issues in context and how legal issues commonly arise in
real-world litigation. This pragmatic guide by Brent Newton examines the major
topics in constitutional criminal procedure and includes a reference to every
significant decision of the United States Supreme Court that affects them. This text
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also addresses many issues of constitutional procedure not yet addressed by the
United States Supreme Court that have been given extensive treatment by lower
state and federal courts. The third edition includes practical analysis of many new
Supreme Court decisions that significantly have changed many aspects of
constitutional criminal procedure, including: Fourth Amendment cases, including
United States v. Jones (2012), Jardines v. Florida (2013), and Riley v. California
(2014); Confrontation Clause cases, including Ohio v. Clark (2015); cases
addressing the rights to an impartial judge and jury, including Williams v.
Pennsylvania (2016) and Pena-Rodriguez v. Colorado (2017); ineffective assistance
of counsel cases, including Lafler v. Cooper (2012) and Missouri v. Frye (2012);
sentencing cases, including Alleyne v. United States (2013); and federal habeas
corpus cases, including Martinez v. Ryan (2012).

Constitutional Law in Singapore
Modern Constitutional Law
The 2007 Supplement to Constitutional Law will include cases from the three terms
(October Terms 2004, 2005, and 2006) that have occurred since the publication of
the second edition of the book. In addition to the cases included in the 2006
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Supplement, new cases likely will include: Hein v. Freedom from Religion
Foundation, considering whether taxpayers have standing to challenge executive
offices of Faith-Based and Community Initiative to provide money to religious
organizations providing social services. Phillip Morris USA v. Williams, limiting what
a jury's ability to award punitive damages for harm to third parties. Parents
Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, and Meredith v.
Jefferson County Board of Education, considering whether it violates equal
protection for a school system to use race in assigning students to secondary
schools so as to achieve desegregation. Gonzales v. Carhart, upholding the
constitutionality of the federal Partial Birth Abortion Act of 2003. Federal Election
Commission v. Wisconsin Right to Life, considering whether the Bipartisan
Campaign Finance Reform Act is unconstitutional as applied to prevent issue
advertising by an organization that exists for advocacy purposes. Morse v.
Frederick, considering whether a student may be punished for holding a banner
(*Bong Hits 4 Jesus*) at a school event on a public sidewalk outside the school.

A History of the American Constitution
From the 1987 televised Senate Judiciary Committe hearings on President
Reagan's nomination of Robert Bork to the Supreme Court to the recent hearings
on President Bush's nomination of John Roberts to become Chief Justice, it is clear
that Americans' interest in how the Court's rulings on social issues might affect
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their lives is at an all-time high. Today, similarly-concerned students enroll in
courses on American Government, the Supreme Court, Constitutional Law,
Introduction to Law, and the American Judiciary as never before. In this brief book,
Jack Fruchtman Jr. provides for these courses an anthology of edited rulings from
the Court -- some landmark, many contemporary, along with topic introductions
and case head notes. Here, students will examine the Court's own words, logic,
and thinking on the major issues of the day, among them, freedom of speech,
separation of church and state, law enforcement, affirmative action, gender
discrimination, abortion and privacy. - Back cover.

An Introduction to Constitutional Law
Constitutional Law in Ireland
Kommers's comprehensive work surveys the development of German
constitutional doctrine between 1949, when the Federal Constitutional Court was
founded, and 1996. Extensively revised and expanded to take into account recent
developments since German unification, this second edition describes the
background, structure, and functions of the Court and provides extensive
commentary on German constitutional interpretation, and includes translations of
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seventy-eight landmark decisions. These cases include the highly controversial
religious liberty and free speech cases handed down in 1995.

Comparative Constitutionalism
A starting point for the study of the English Constitution and comparative
constitutional law, The Law of the Constitution elucidates the guiding principles of
the modern constitution of England: the legislative sovereignty of Parliament, the
rule of law, and the binding force of unwritten conventions.

Public Health Law
Unlocking Constitutional and Administrative Law
This comparative constitutional law casebook offers a comprehensive and
paradigmatic approach to the subject: it examines how the vast increase in
international movements of people, capital, goods, ideas, and information affect
politics in and beyond nation-states and how this influx affects the rule of law,
separation of powers, and fundamental rights. Indeed, this casebook stands apart
as it represents an international collaboration of legal scholars and allows for
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diversity of perspectives. Utilizing case excerpts from at least 40 countries across
every continent, students will examine the assumptions, choices and trade-offs,
strategies, and effects from decisions by constitutional courts and human rights
tribunals throughout various legal systems and political contexts. Moreover, this
book examines the different theories of constitutionalism and analyzes how
constitutional democracies address similar issues in different institutional settings.
This third edition includes new material that speaks to current issues of pressing
importance: citizenship, transnational constitutionalism, authoritarian and illiberal
constitutions, collective rights and minorities, Internet censorship, religion in the
public space, mass surveillance, and targeted killings. Both teachers and students
will appreciate the complete coverage of complex topics within a manageable size
and format. A comprehensive teacher's manual accompanies the casebook.

Constitutional Law
Contextualised study setting out the foundations of administrative law, with
discussion of case law and legislation to show practical application.

An Introduction to the Study of the Law of the Constitution
This publication was created to provide you with accurate and authoritative
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information concerning the subject matter covered; however, this publication was
not necessarily prepared by persons licensed to practice law in a particular
jurisdiction. The publisher is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional
advice and this publication is not a substitute for the advice of an attorney. If you
require legal or other expert advice, you should seek the services of a competent
attorney or other professional. Nothing contained herein is intended or written to
be used for the purposes of 1) avoiding penalties imposed under the federal
Internal Revenue Code, or 2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another
party any transaction or matter addressed herein.

The Constitutional Jurisprudence of the Federal Republic of
Germany
Abortion Under State Constitutions
This new case book addresses the constitutions of the 50 States. It is designed for
a survey course, one that does not purport to cover every State's constitution in
detail. Rather, like a traditional contracts, real property or torts textbook, it uses
the most interesting state court decisions from around the country to illustrate the
astonishing array of state constitutional issues at play in modern American law.
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The method of presentation emphasizes the function of state constitutions in our
federal system. It sometimes does so by explaining how the U.S. Constitution deals
with an issue before discussing how the state constitutions handle it, and it
sometimes does so by explaining how the state constitutions contain provisions
that have no parallel in the U.S. Constitution. A central theme of the book, explored
in a variety of areas, is that state constitutions provide a source of rights
independent of the Federal Constitution, and state courts frequently construe
these provisions to grant more expansive protection for individual rights than the
Federal Constitution provides. As the reader will see, the state courts' expansion of
liberty and property rights under their constitutions stems from a variety of factors:
differences in the text between the state and federal constitutional provisions, the
smaller size of the state courts' jurisdiction, state constitutional history, unique
state traditions and disagreement with the U.S. Supreme Court's interpretation of
similar language. State constitutional law, like its federal counterpart, is not limited
to individual rights. The book also explores the organization and structure of state
and local governments, the method of choosing state judges, the ease with which
most state constitutions can be amended, taxation, public finance and school
funding. As the nightly news confirms, it is no exaggeration to say that many of the
most ground-breaking constitutional debates of the day are being aired in the state
courts under their own constitutions. The mission of this book is to introduce
students to this increasingly significant body of American law and to prepare them
to practice effectively in it.
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Glannon Guide to Constitutional Law
Derived from the renowned multi-volume International Encyclopaedia of Laws, this
very useful analysis of constitutional law in Singapore provides essential
information on the country’s sources of constitutional law, its form of government,
and its administrative structure. Lawyers who handle transnational matters will
appreciate the clarifications of particular terminology and its application.
Throughout the book, the treatment emphasizes the specific points at which
constitutional law affects the interpretation of legal rules and procedure. Thorough
coverage by a local expert fully describes the political system, the historical
background, the role of treaties, legislation, jurisprudence, and administrative
regulations. The discussion of the form and structure of government outlines its
legal status, the jurisdiction and workings of the central state organs, the
subdivisions of the state, its decentralized authorities, and concepts of citizenship.
Special issues include the legal position of aliens, foreign relations, taxing and
spending powers, emergency laws, the power of the military, and the constitutional
relationship between church and state. Details are presented in such a way that
readers who are unfamiliar with specific terms and concepts in varying contexts
will fully grasp their meaning and significance. Its succinct yet scholarly nature, as
well as the practical quality of the information it provides, make this book a
valuable time-saving tool for both practising and academic jurists. Lawyers
representing parties with interests in Singapore will welcome this guide, and
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academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of comparative
constitutional law.
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